
SISMEX SSL
Seismic Snubber

• Tested to the ANSI-ASHRAE 171-2017
Standard

• Provides protection against seismic loads
from all directions

• In case of connection to the equipment, it
is sufficient to use it on both sides

• Allows movement as much as the space
between the central rubber seal and the
equipment mounting bolt

• Snubber does not allow vibration
transitions

• Anchor bolt, bolt or welded mounting can
be done depending on the floor type

Model/
Dimension (mm)

H H1 T W L DBA ABD
Equipment 

Connection Bolt

SSL-1 80 40 8 80 150 90 12 M16

SSL-2 100 50 10 100 200 120 16 M20

SSL-3 150 70 15 150 250 150 20 M24

Dimensions

Model
Test Load

(kN)
Safety 
Factor

Rated Load (kN)

SSL-1 49,6

1,5

33,1

SSL-2 68,7 45,8

SSL-3 78,8 52,5
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ANSI ASHRAE 171-2017 
Rated Load Curves (kg)

To use rated load curve:
1. Calculate vertical and horizontal forces on

mounting.
2. Plot calculated horizontal and vertical loads.
3. The intersection must fall within the area below

the curve.
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
1. The snubber is aligned to the device frame and the equipment mounting bolt and anchor bolts are
marked. There are holes in the frame and can be used if appropriate. A 15mm space must be left
between the snubber and the device.

2. Holes of appropriate diameter are drilled in the frame for the bolt to be used and in the floor / base for
the anchor bolts. If the frame of the device is made of C or NPU profile, a suitable size, minimum 5mm
thick, perforated mounting plate is welded to the chassis

3. The bolt (nut on the back or front) used for frame mounting can be attached in either direction. It will
be more efficient to embed the bolt head in the concrete, especially in installations to be made on the
inertia base.

4. The seismic anchors to be used in floor anchorage are properly assembled and tightened.

*As a result of calculations, it may be necessary to use more than 2 anchor bolts in the snubber assembly.
In this case, the sheet metal mounting plate, the dimensions of which will be determined by the expert
engineer of the supplier company, and the snubber are combined with continuous welding

Usage Areas: Pumps
Booster pumps
Fans
Inertia bases
Air handling units
Heat exchangers
Boilers and economizers
Generators
Transformer
Other equipment sitting on the floor where seismic protection is required
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